
Norte LUMO PLAY
Code: GK-RO-201-LP

Description

Innovative roundabout with LUMO PLAY function! This fun-filled ride features an impressive
combination of light and sound, powered entirely by its motion. With colourful LED lights on the metal
handles and the rim of the floor, you will see magic in kids' eyes. The LUMO PLAY roundabout has a
triple star-shaped handle, providing a secure grip for riders of all ages.

To activate the lighting and music functions, simply start the roundabout rotating. When the roundabout is
not set in motion, it will beep every 5 minutes, accompanied by light illumination. 

And the best part? The LUMO PLAY roundabout generates its own electricity from its motion, so no
external connection is required. Not only is it an eco-friendly solution, but it also means the fun never has
to stop.

But that's not all – with the LUMO PLAY app, users can fully control the roundabout's light and sound
features. Change the colour of the LEDs, adjust the volume of the music, and customize your own light
show with just a few taps of your smartphone. For added convenience, the app also includes admin
settings. This feature allows you to control the sound and light modes fully. For example, if you want to
enjoy a peaceful night's sleep, you can totally switch off the sound and light features during certain hours.
Once the settings are in place, the roundabout will automatically follow them, so you don't have to worry
about adjusting them again.

This interactive and modern carousel will not only provide children with an exciting ride, but it will also
stimulate their imagination and sensory skills through the lights and sounds. The LUMO PLAY function
makes this carousel an innovative and unique addition to any playground or backyard, providing children
with a new level of fun and entertainment. Additionally, the mobile application makes it easy to control
and customize the light and sound settings, ensuring a personalized experience for each child. 

Playground device consists of
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- LUMO PLAY function lights and sound
- 1 platform with triple-star shaped handle
- 1 foundation part

Product details

- Dimensions: (LxWxH): 1,32 x 1,32 x 0,74 m
- Safety zone: 5,32 x 5,32 m
- Free fall height: 1,0 m
- Certificate in accordance to EN 1176-1, 1176-5 safety norm

Materials

Structure made of steel pipes, galvanized and powder painted. Anti-slip HPL floor.
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